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As the cold of snow
in the time of harvest,
so is a faithful
messenger to them
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that send him: for
he refresheth the soul
of his masters
—Proverbs 25:13
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EDITORIAL
GUEST EDITORIAL

The Bed of Procrustes
Dr. A. W.

Tozer

tells of Procrustes, the Greek bandit, who forced his victims to lie on
La certain
bed. If they were shorter than
EGEND

the bed they were streched to bed
length; if too long they were lopped off
to fit. Old Procrustes would have uniformity, regardless.
Our modern passion for uniformity
has strapped us all to the bed of Procrustes. Our houses, our cars, our
clothes are all trimmed to a pattern
arbitrarily fixed by persons who have
no more right to decide such a thing
than Procrustes had to decide how tall
a man should be.
It is in the fields of education and
religion that the yen for uniformity has
done the greatest harm. The effort to
standardize people ignores one important fact, viz., that people are not all
alike. The idea of equality among all
men is totally unrealistic, and any effort
to make them all alike contradicts plain
evidence, flies in the face of nature and
interferes with human freedom.
Equality of opportunity should be
granted to all; after that everyone is on
his own. No institution can add to or
take from the original human stuff the
student brings to class with him. After
years of observation I am forced to conclude that some persons simply cannot
profit from their educational opportunities. Beyond providing them with a few
items of information they might not
otherwise acquire a college course does
them little good. Their years of enforced
study leave them without improved
tastes, without perspective, and without wisdom. Some persons can gain a
good education from life; others cannot
manage to become educated by life plus
long years in the best institutions of
higher learning. Yet our educators continue to apply their Procrustean rules
to each new generation, stretching, and
cutting till they achieve a uniformity
Mother Nature obviously never intended
should be.
In the field of religion things are no
better. Within the holy precincts of the
church Procrustes works on, cutting and
tugging till everyone thinks, and acts
like everyone else. To achieve this he
must destroy our originality, make us
afraid to be different and persuade
us that conformity is synonymous with
(2)

godliness and nonconformity is a sin.
And this he does with astonishing success.
Experience proves that uniformity
almost always degenerates into mediocrity. It is easier to go down to the
contented many than to rise above them;
it is easier to imitate than to initiate.
For this reason fundamentalism has
over the last half century lost its glow
and its wonder and become a dry and
tasteless thing from which countless
God-hungry persons are turning reluctantly away.

It is unfortunate that current Christianity appears to offer but two choices:
dull, colorless orthodoxy or a liberalism
which, in its effort to escape suffocation, has jumped overboard
and
drowned in the maelstrom of unbelief.
Actually we are not shut up to any such
choices.
God has given us a broad world of
truth for our spiritual and intellectual
habitation. This universe of truth is to
the human soul as limitless as the air to
a bird or the sea to a fish. There the
Christian can luxuriate at perfect liberty.
While the ages unfold the believer will
need no more than he has already been
given, for it represents the broad and
manifold will of God, the happy home
of saints and angels.
This vast sea of truth is expressed
in nature, in the Holy Scriptures, and in
Christ, the Wisdom of God incarnate.
Its rational phase can be reduced to a
creed which may be learned as one
would learn any other truth, and which
when so learned constitutes Christian
orthodoxy, best and most perfectly embodied in the beliefs of modern evangelical Christianity.
But we must remember that orthodoxy
is not synonymous with Procrustean
uniformity. We may bring every
thought into accord with divine revelation without sacrificing our intellectual
freedom. We can be orthodox without
becoming mentally stultified. We can

believe every tenet of the Christian
creed and still leave our imagination
free to roam at will through the broad
worlds of nature and grace. We are
free but not "freethinkers."
The difference between the "freethinker" and the Christian thinker is
that the Christian has faith, and faith
is an extra organ of knowledge which
the other refuses to acknowledge. The
Christian begins where the unbeliever
ends, or at least where he hopes to end.
The Christian has a fixed ramp from
which to take off while the man of no
faith must rise from a movable base.
The Christian's flights of thought are
within the proper world where God
has placed him; the unbeliever soon
flutters out of the world of assured
truth into a misty region of shadow
where he can be sure of nothing.
Christ is the light of the world, and
His presence illuminates not only the
spirits but the minds of His people.
As star differs from star in glory, so the
children of God are different from one
another. They are alike in being members of Christ's Body, but as different as
bodily members must of necessity be.
To impose upon them an artificial uniformity is to do them great harm.
—The Alliance Witness
A man is not great because of his lack
of faults but because of his abundance
of virtues.
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not desirable but there is no avoiding
it if one fails to accept Christ as personal
Saviour. "The wages of sin is death,
eternal death, but the gift of God is
eternal life through Christ Jesus."
There is a day coming when the
wicked, though now he may spread himself like a green bay tree, will be overthrown. He may choose in this life but
there will be no choice then.

C. Ray Heisey

"When the wicked are overthrown and
cease to be, the house of the righteous
will stand" (Prov. 12:7, Am. Trans.).

If you cling to sin till death,
When you draw your latest breath,
It will bar you at the door;
Keep you out forever more,
For sin can never enter Heaven.

The House of the Righteous
words come to us from the book
Tthemfilled
with wise sayings. Many of
by the man to whom God gave
HESE

wisdom beyond that of any man of his
time—Solomon. Whatever may be said
of Solomon and his end, here are words
that he who would be wise, will want to
give serious attention.
There are four things which strike us
as we read this text. There are two
classes of people and two destinies. This
is the general classification of mankind
by Bible standards. You and I are somewhere along the line of growth and
development described in this bit of
wisdom. For joyful living, a certainty is
required about our relationship with
God.
Let us consider the first classification—
the wicked. Perhaps you were thinking
of a murderer, a bank robber, an adulterer, a spoiler of other men's persons or
goods, but hold on a minute!
The word used here is not so intense
as that. It is the Hebrew word rawshaw which means "morally wrong."
Literally, "a man that does wrong," one
who is not righteous according to God's
standard of righteousness.
The same word is used in Isaiah 55:7,
"Let the wicked forsake his way and
the unrighteous man his thoughts." We
could read them thus: "When the man
who is not righteous is overthrown and
ceases to be, the House of the Righteous
shall stand," and, "Let the man who is
not practicing righteousness turn from
his way."
Jesus uses a similar word in Matthew
16:4: "A wicked and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign." He was
speaking to the religious leaders of His
time.
July 23, 1962
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Jesus uses it again in the parable of
the talents: "Thou wicked and slothful
servant." Here was a man, not bad
enough to go to jail, just too lazy to do
the things expected of him by his lord.
Things which he could have done. The
literal meaning of the word in the New
Testament is "hurtful, that is evil in
effect or influence."
Actually this word means sinners, and
there is a degree of sinning attached to
it. We could read our text, "When the
men who do wrong, that is, sinners, are
overthrown and cease to be, the house
of the righteous shall stand." That brings
us to the awful truth that there is a
terrible and catastrophic end to a life of
sinning. The destiny of such living is
damnation.
The golden text of the Bible, John
3:16, suggests this: "For God so loved
the world that He gave His only begotten Son that whosoever believeth in
Him should not perish—should not be
overthrown, should not cease to be . . ."
The Scriptural meaning of "perish" in
this sense is to shut out forever. He is
life and He alone! In this life it is to be
dead in trespasses and sins; in the hereafter it is to be ever dying and yet never
dead, a state of torment because of sin's
condemnation.
The thought of our text concerning
the destiny of evil-doers is found in Psa.
9:17: "The wicked shall be turned into
hell." The evil-doer, the man who is
unrighteous, the man who is morally
wrong. In the New Testament it is
described as "outer darkness," "blackness and darkness forever," "where the
fire is not quenched and the worm dieth
not," "where shall be weeping and
gnashing of teeth." Such destination is

Nor can he who lives in sin.
It is not joyful living to live without
God. To have no hope for the life that is
to come is to be of all men most miserable. No words are severe enough to picture the actual agonies of those who
must suffer the punishment which God
has reserved for sin. God loves a sinning
world, but those who entertain sin in
spite of His love must go where sin's
destiny is, and receive sin's punishment.
Our text says there is another class of
people, and their destiny is sure; "The
house of the righteous shall stand."
Cheer up, sorrowful, sinful one! There
is a better way of life! This way leads to
another destiny, and there's joy in living
with hope in view.
Who lives in the "House of the
Righteous"? Whosoever will -accept the
way God has provided for changing
from a life of sinfulness to a life of
righteousness.
A careful study makes it clear, a
righteous man is a man who is right in
the sight of God, who presents to God
and the world, not his ownrighteousness,
but the righteousness which is in Christ
Jesus. "God, sending His Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, condemned sin in
the flesh," that the righteousness of
God's standard might be fulfilled in us.
"For He hath made Him to be sin for
us, who knew no sin; that we might be
made the righteousness of God in Him."
O glorious thought! We need not remain under condemnation! We may be
free!
There is a "whosoever will" in the
Word of God. None need be disappointed and live in a fog concerning the
realities of this changed life and pattern
for living.
The Apostle John lived long, observed
much, and wrote as his rule of thumb,
"Whosoever doeth not righteousness is
not of God." Friend, look into the mirror
entitled "righteousness"; what do you
see?
If Christ lives within us there is
action in keeping with His personality.
(Continued on page eleven)
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What Should a Preacher Preach?
By A Retired Preacher
AKE a list of the announcements of
sermon topics in the church column
M
of the newspaper. Then note the variety

of subjects used for Sunday sermons.
Follow any one preacher and note the
diversity of his subjects.
Now, just what should a preacher
preach? What is the object of his
preaching? What definite results should
he expect from his preaching? When
the year is around, what definite results
has his preaching accomplished? What
results has he a right to expect? Of all
the so-called preaching, how much is
accomplished in making the people more
familiar with the Word of God?
Who is the preacher? Why should he
preach? What is the necessity for
preaching? People are tired of preaching—at least some types of preaching.
If it were not that many people feel it
their religious duty to go to church and
hear "the parson preach and pray," there
would be many more empty pews in
the churches. Just what is this preaching business about anyway?
Let us note some great eternal truths
on this subject. The first basic truth is
the depravity of the human race. This
is admitted by social workers, economists, educators, as well as evangelicals.
The second great truth is that depraved
men and women can have, and do have
their lives transformed by faith in Jesus
Christ. This is where the why and the
what of preaching comes in. There are
many people in the world whose lives
have been revolutionized so wonderfully that they are devoting their time
and strength to convince others of the
reality and the possibility of experiencing the same new birth. These people
are the real preachers. Not every pulpiteer is a preacher. It is the hirelings who
have nothing of a regenerating experience who are mixing up sawdust and
molasses and dishing it out as sermons
and building up a church that has a
name to live by but is dead.
Imagine Peter saying to the other
disciples, "Men, you'll have to excuse
me now, I've got to go home and study
up for a sermon tomorrow." Or what
would you think of Paul saying to Luke
after their shipwreck, "Luke, I've been
through some hard places already, but
this is the worst of all for now I've lost
everything. When we get to Rome I'll
(4)
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be called on to preach, then I'll have a
hard time to get out some new sermons.
What I miss most is my precious briefcase with my best sermons in it." If
Peter and Paul would not have been
better preachers than that, Christianity
would have died long before they did.
Now, some people are going to take
me wrong here. We are not discounting
education. Study homiletics and thoroughly familiarize yourself with the
Bible and get the very best training you
can. But the preacher who is tied to his
notes is still too wet to burn.

Jeremiah or Ezekiel and note the oftrepeated expression, "Thus saith the
Lord." The prophets had a burning
message from God and it was their business to deliver it. Now you say that the
prophets were in a special class in a
special age. But, remember, t h e
preacher today is in a special class in a
particular age, and God's Word and
message is just as necessary and burning as it was then. "God, who at sundry
times and in divers manners spake in
time past unto the fathers by the
prophets, hath in these last days spoken
unto us by His Son" (Heb. 1:1). God
has spoken, and we have it in our hands.
We do not need to scratch through
the trash piles of this world's tainted
literature to rind sermon subjects or
sermon material. God has given us
ample material for any sermon to meet
any human need or any human problem.
It is our business to preach the Word.
Modern preachers must come with a
message like the prophets: "Thus saith
the Lord." They had a fiery eloquence
that was born of a fiery experience with
God Himself. And when tney appeared
before the people or the king they spoke
with the authority of a heaven-sent messenger, and such they were. Can we do
any less?

The church is drying up and men are
dying for want of fire-baptized preachers. vVe preachers have, the best material in the world for the most powerful
sermons. But like the Laodicean church
we need to have our eyes anointed with
hoiy eye salve so we can see the challenging messages God has put in His
revealed word. No preacher has any
excuse for not coming before his people
with a vital message from the Word.
And then let us be careful about
" 'Tis burning in my soul,
watering
down and weakening our ser'Tis burning in my soul,
The fire of heavenly love is burning in my soul; mons with compromising expressions
like, "I think" or "It seems to me."
The Holy Spirit came
O glory to His name,
Imagine Ezekiel saying, "I think Israel
Thefireof heavenly love is burning in my soul." has gone astray." Or Isaiah saying, "I
You young men who are aspiring to seemed to see the Lord sitting on a
the ministry, when you had a date with throne, high and lifted up." We either
that young lady you thought was the see or we do not see. We either know
only one in town, you did not spend a or we don't know. Our people are not
long time in preparing an essay that interested in what we are thinking; they
would win the day for you; you forgot come to hear what we know; neither are
your grammar and logic and blurted out they interested in what seems to be.
what was in your heart and it produced
People will listen to the preacher who
the desired result. And that is the im- preaches, "Thus saith the Lord." A
portant thing in preaching. Lost men preacher is not true to his calling if he
are not concerned about grammar and does not preach the Word. And he is
rhetoric or homiletics; what they need not faithful to his congregation if he
is the deliverance from the load of sin. does not come before his congregation
They can tell quickly if the preacher with a positive message from God. May
has the real thing or is dishing out God help us to thoroughly saturate oursecond hand materials.
selves with the word of God and then we
For some practical illustrations on will never be at a loss for sermon maprofitable preaching, read the book of terial.
Evangelical
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the Mennonite Central CommitPax program completed its first
ItenNtee1961
years of service. During this decade,

Pax has expanded from a program of
housing construction for refugees in Germany to one giving varied services in
other areas of Europe and in Asia, Africa
and South America.
At the end of 1961, 102 Paxmen were
serving in agriculture, mechanics, construction, maintenance, road building,
teaching, material aid distribution and
office work. The goal for 1962 is to have
118 men on the field.
Housing construction continued to be
the largest area of work in Europe during the 1950's. Working with the German Mennonite Resettlement Agency,
Pax provided much of the labor for the
houses and churches in the Mennonite
settlements of Backnang, Wedel, Bechterdissen and Enkenbach. The value of
this service was greatly enhanced by the
opportunities it provided for fellowship
between European and American Mennonites.
Pax also contributed to reconstruction
projects in other European countries, the
largest of these being the Karlsschule in
Vienna, Austria. Rebuilding of this
large Protestant school was a joint project of Pax and young men serving with
the Brethren Service Commission. After
seven years of working together the
building was completed in April, 1961,
and classes are again being held in the
school.
At present there are two construction
projects in Europe: at Salzburg, Austria,
where a unit of ten men is building
houses and a chapel for Nazarene refugee families, and Bechterdissen, Germany, where Pax has returned to help
construct homes for Mennonites returned from Paraguay.
Soon after Pax was begun it went into
other areas of service. In 1952 a team
began introducing improved agricultural methods in ' several villages of
northern Greece. The Greece unit, now
the largest in Europe, recently moved into the Aridea Valley and is developing
an experimental farm as a practical demonstration to village farmers.
In Western Europe the present trend
is toward fewer large projects but continued assistance through individual assignments in institutions. Paxmen are
now doing office work, maintenance and
other duties at Agape-Verlag in Basel,
the European Mennonite Bible School at
the Bienenberg, Mennonite Voluntary
Service at Kaiserslautern, Menno Heim
and Hammersteinstrasse refugee home
in Berlin, and MCC headquarters in
Frankfurt.
Work in North Africa is also a part of
the European program and is done in
cooperation with European Christians,
July 23, 1962

PAX in 11th Year of Service
Four Paxmen are members of the
E I R E N E (International Christian
Service for Peace) team in Morocco.
EIRENE is now working in the areas of
agriculture, social work, construction
and children's work. Assistance is given
the French relief agency CIMADE in
Algeria through the services of several
Paxmen, primarily in agricultural work.
EMPHASIS SHIFTED

With the increasing prosperity of
Western Europe, the Pax program is
now shifting its emphasis to areas of
greater need, particularly in Asia. Plans
for 1962 call for an increase in the number of Paxmen needed in the Far East.

Since all Pax terms in the Far East are
for three years, this shift means that
more men are needed who can give a
year in addition to the two required as
an alternate to military service. The
three year term is necessary because of
the time required for adjustment to the
less familiar culture of Far Eastern
countries and the more specialized nature of many assignments.
At the beginning of his second year in
Thailand a Paxman has this to say
about the three year term: "We are now
gaining an understanding of the meaning of the three year term. After the
first year one seems to have just finished
orientation school. The newness of
things no longer clouds the reality of
the task here."
A new area of work which will probably be enlarged this year is in West
Pakistan. Here MCC is planning to loan
about 10 Paxmen to projects of the West
Pakistan Christian Council, Presbyterian
Missions and Church World Service for
service in the areas of land development,
teaching and material aid distribution.
Nepal is another major area for Pax
work in the Far East. Here Paxmen assist the United Mission to Nepal in its

programs of medicine, education and
village development in the heart of the
Himalayas. Most of these projects are
relatively new and require work in construction and maintenance.
OTHER AREAS

Pax programs in Latin America, the
Near East and Africa will, for the present, remain essentially as they now are.
In Latin America Paxmen having mechanical skills help to care for and operate heavy land-clearing and road-building equipment. The Trans-Chaco Roadway, which has utilized Pax help during most of its construction, now connects the Mennonite colonies in the
Chaco with Asuncion, the capital of
Paraguay. There is still much work to
be done, however, in leveling the road
and building bridges, so the Mennonite
team will continue to work on the roadway for about another year.
At Tournavista, Peru, several Paxmen
are employed as mechanics and machine operators for the road construction and land clearing projects of the Le
Tourneau Foundation. Two men work
with other MCC personnel in British
Honduras, giving marketing, agricultural and medical assistance to Mennonite colonists in this Central American
country.
The Jerusalem MCC center and the
Hebron Orphanage, both of which are
part of MCC's ministry to Arab refugees
in Jordan, are served by one Paxman
each.
On the west coast of Africa, Pax
works with the Le Tourneau Foundation
near Monrovia, Liberia. Here the men
are occupied in land improvement, mechanics and in a poultry project.
MCC Paxmen first went to the Congo
Repubic in the fall of 1960. Located in
Leopoldville and in several scattered
stations, they assist in food and clothing
distribution, refugee resettlement, hospital maintenance and agricultural projects with the Congo Protestant Relief
Agency.
In these projects around the world,
the Pax program aims to offer opportunities for service abroad to young men
with a variety of talents and skills. The
Pax ideals continue to be the expression
of Christian love through hard work and
the building of peace through understanding.

—MCC Information Services
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Old Men and Young Minds
A PERSONAL TESTIMONY

John A.
HIS is THE morning of January 31,
Tyears
1962. Last night a young man 28
of age came to visit me in my room

at the Messiah Home. Before he left
he said words something as follows:
"Brother Climenhaga, you are so mentally alert, how do you keep your mind
so alert at your age?" His remark and
question demanded an answer.
Before proceeding, lest I be guilty of
Pharisaical hypocrisy I want to state
that I do not consider myself particularly brilliant or "mentally alert." I think
I am fully conscious of my age and know
full well that my ability to deal with
problems is not as aforetime, but I likewise know that I have made an effort
to keep abreast of the problems of the
day in which I am now living.
Some months ago I wrote an article,
"How to Grow Old or Retire Gracefully." Many of the readers of the article
have written words of appreciation to
me. Others have spoken to me. In this
writing I wish to show that while I
believe old men, ministers, or deacons
should retire gracefully, I do not believe
we should become mentally indolent.
Herein I desire to show how and why
we should be continually young in mind.
Old men should keep up their interest
in study and reading and do their best
to digest and remember what they read.
Their reading should include Biblical
and secular literature and, as opportunity presents itself, discuss these with
both old and young people.
In the next room to me lives an old
man who is mentally young. He reads
the Visitor, Newsioeek, and other magazines. Go to his room and you will
contact one who will be 95 years of
age, physically speaking, but younger
than some men of sixty whom I have
met. What is the result? He is congenial, compatible, and sociable, ready
to talk about what is going on in the
world. People like to contact him because they know he has retained his
manliness and is not childish.
Well do I remember visiting the late
Eli M. Engle when I was a younger
man. How interested he was in talking
to me about word pronunciation, language study, (he was a student of Greek
at 90) and current events. He knew he
could not get around performing physical duties as he one time did, but he
was a challenge to me, I then said,

Climenhaga
"Lord enable me to grow old gracefully
and mentally alert."
By way of contrast let me refer to
another brother, a one-time leader in
the church whom we shall name Brother
X. He, while in his early sixties, quit
his study, his reading, his interest in
the things of the neighborhood. What

Word of God, the Bible from Genesis
to Revelation, on records. It is still to
me "the Sword of the Spirit" with which
I can "quench the fiery darts of Satan,"
and keep trusting down to old age.
Whatever you do, do not stop giving
testimony to God's Word in your living.
When called upon relinquish leadership,
but keep living for God, the country,
and yourself. Keep busy.
—Harrisburg, Pa.

The Wedding
(Continued from page seven)

times obliged to acquiesce to, He would
have walked out on the bridal pair.
A man and his wife returned to this
pastor recently after having been married by him three years ago1. The wife
acted as spokesman when she began,
"Pastor, plead with young people to
arrange simple, religious weddings for
themselves. John and I took the position
that the sky was the limit, and Dad went
along to the tune of hundreds of dollars,
as you remember. Now we regret that
we acted so foolishly, spent so much
money, and followed the world's standards. Urge youth to keep it simple and
The author shares his lifetime interest in
spiritual."
church music with Royce Saltzman, university
Are you contemplating the fateful
student of sacred music.
step? Well, God bless you. We share
was the result? He became despondent, your joy and want to help you to make
discouraged, a burden to himself and that wedding day the red-letter day of
others, worse than childish, babyish. your life. But, please, keep it simple
Contrasting I pray for myself "Oh Lord, and sweet. Christians ought not to atenable me to live like a man until the tempt to "keep up with the Joneses"
day of my translation, regardless of my (pardon the cliche), but should pray
physical weaknesses. Help me to be an and plan with the divine Bridegroom
inspiration to the younger folk instead present to advise and direct. The outof a burden to them." I recognize there come will inevitably be a wedding charis such a disease as mental illness. It is acterized by naturalness, purity, and
piety.
different than mental laziness.
—The Alliance Witness
It is my opinion that if we would
retire gracefully we must at least keep
middle-age mentality. We don't want to
Missions Office Relocated
become irritable, a self-pitying folk. We
need to keep busy. We cannot do this
As of June 1, 1962, the Brethren in Christ
physically but we can "wait on the World Missions office has been located at 48K
Lord" through the study of His Word South Market Street, on the second floor of the
building newly occupied by the Christian Light
when we are physically incapacitated.
Bookstore, to whom we are indebted for the
Pardon a personal testimony: I can quarters we now occupy. W e hope through
no longer see to read, but I can listen these facilities better to serve the cause of
to books and magazines read on a talk- World Missions on behalf of the home church
co-workers around the world.
ing machine provided by the Aid for and of our
Open House and Dedication
the Blind, listen to my radio, converse —are planned for July 29th: Open House, 3:00
with young and old as I have oppor- to 4:30; Dedication, 4:30 to 5:30. Everyone
tunity, meditate, and have God's Word welcome!
Visitors are welcome in the office at any
read to me. I can do my best to bring time
during the week also.
to my mind that which I have learned,
Please note these changes of address
renew my knowledge by hearing God's
Correspondence to Henry N. Hostetter, ExeWord read to me, and keep the nerve cutive Secretary; Mark Hess, Treasurer; and
C. Kreider, Missions Editor, should be
centers of my brain exercised lest I be- Mary
addressed to them at Brethren in Christ World
come a mental imbecile. I have the Missions, P. O. Box 171, Elizabethtown, Pa.
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The Wedding — Christian
or Pagan?
Dr. Kenneth L. Miles

M early and marrying young are what
no man ever repents of." Defying the
ARTIN

LUTHER

declared,

"Rising

Roman Church and its celibacy vows,
Dr. Luther followed the Biblical order
and entered into the divinely instituted
relationship of marriage.
Did not Jehovah say, "It is not good
that man should be alone"? Listen not
then to Henry Mayhew, in Punch's
Almanac, when he quips, "Advice to
those about to marry—don't!" Some disjointed souls have affirmed that singleness is bliss and marriage is a blister.
Don't believe it. In Paradise before the
Fall, God instituted marriage. Jesus
Christ first wrought a miracle to bless a
wedding feast.
Second only to the hallowed hush that
comes over a congregation when a sinner stands at the altar in the act of
repenting and receiving, is the charged
atmosphere when two Christian young
people take their places at the church
altar for the purpose of publicly exchanging the nuptial vows. First the
bridegroom enters. Later, slowly and
beautifully, the bride comes forward and
takes her place at her fiance's side. Next
the minister recites the vows, assuming
the concurrence of the bridal couple.
Together then they turn to face the
world as one. Actually, the relationship
consists of a triangle—husband, wife, and
God embarking together in blessed
union.
It is not the Tightness or wrongness
of the marriage principle that occasions
concern. Rather it is the nature of the
wedding itself which invited our rethinking. Are Christian weddings in this
mid-twentieth century really Christian?
A father in one of our lively evangelical churches told me that he recently
spent nine hundred dollars when his
daughter married. When this incident
was recounted in a bull session among
fellow college professors, the reaction
swept my breath away. One father had
put out two thousand dollars, and the
other five who spoke on the matter cited
similar sums. The question arises: Is
it right?
At the risk of being dubbed "antiquated" or a "wet blanket," this minister must frankly admit that the wholesale subscribing to "correct" social forms
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at the Christian wedding has him worried. Everyone involved becomes so tied
in knots of nerves lest he shall be out
of step, seat the relatives in the wrong
chronology, fail to hand the bride's
flowers over, emerge from the dressing
room at the incorrect time, drop the
ring, confuse the ritual, and so on, that
the occasion tends to lose its spiritual
foundations.

Undeniably, if ever two young people
should be concentrating on God and the
spiritual implications of wedlock it is
at this time. Any wrappings and trappings, tinsel and tenseness which preclude such reverential thoughtfulness
are clearly in the way and should be
removed with the energy of a Nehemiah
who, marking a hybrid transgressor,
said, "I chased him from me" (13:28).
Have you noticed how continuous is
the stress of the Scriptures upon simplicity in contrast to sophistication?
Vain show, world conformity—"stretched
forth necks . . . walking and mincing as
they go . . . the chains, and the bracelets,
and the mufflers, the bonnets, . . . and
the earrings, . . . the wimples, and the
crisping pins, the glasses, and the fine
linen, and the hoods, and the veils"
(Isa. 3:16-23). God is unalterably against
it. Rather, He says, "Let it not be that
outward adorning . . . but let it be the
hidden man of the heart" (I Pet. 3:3,4).
In contradistinction to Peter's warning, what style and splash are witnessed
at many modern weddings in churches
avowedly orthodox in doctrine! Now, in
all fairness, a degree of formality often
is conducive to worship and makes for
appropriate sobriety. Moreover, the

My parents and my pastor disapprove
of some of the places I go and some of
the things that I do. What can be wrong
with anything that everybody else does?
Well, if everybody else does it then
that would include your parents and
your pastor. I can scarcely see then why
they would object to your doing them.
1 suppose you mean that all of your
friends and associates do them. That
could be an indication that you might
be in the wrong kind of company.
Frequently the statement "everybody
else does it" is used to try to justify one's
position, and does not mean that everybody else does it.
At any rate it must be remembered
that right is not the law of the minority
nor of the majority. Right is the law of
God and therefore is not based on either
the practices or opinions of men. Better
take note of what the Bible says here.
2 Cor. 10:12: "For we dare not make
ourselves of the number or compare ourselves with some that commend themselves: but they measuring themselves
by themselves, and comparing themselves among themselves, are not wise."
Permitting ourselves to think a thing
is right because we want to do it does
not make it right. Baby touches a hot
stove because it wants to, and gets
burned. Blindly following others generally brings us out at the wrong place.
I read this article in a European newspaper while travelling through the Alps
a few years back: "276 Sheep Die in
Plunge Over Cliff." The article went on
to report that a strange dog rushed up
unexpectedly to a flock of sheep feeding
high up in the mountains. A frightened
sheep started to run and leaped over a
cliff. Others followed in quick succession and all were dashed to death far
below. Did you notice? They all did it!

wedding day is a great day for a man
and a woman and there should undoubtedly be beauty and impressiveness
about the ceremony. But that with which
the Bible takes issue is the flashy, expensive superficiality which violates
Christian dignity and discipleship. May
we be delivered from God-forgetting
acts of obeisance to the goddess of
fashion. I suggest that at the wedding
in Cana had Jesus found such heathenism and HoUywoodism, as we are some(Continued on page six)
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Pastors and General Conference
Jacob G. Kuhns
RETHREN IN CHRIST General Confer-

Glenn F. Diller
"If I were to say anything about my
present burden which God has laid upon
my heart, it is to bring a liberating message to Christians — Christ in you the
hope of Glory."
So1 said the subject of this column in
a recent communication. This, of course,
is the result of prior commitments to
his Lord and Master, whom he found as
his Saviour when 17 years of age. As
a teen-ager he was working on his
father's farm near Greencastle, Pennsylvania where he was born August 4, 1919.
About a year later, while attending a
revival meeting in the Montgomery
Brethren in Christ church, he was challenged by the ministry of Bishop R. I.
Witter to make a complete surrender to
Christ. One day while cultivating corn,
God definitely gave him a call to the
ministry and kneeling between the rows
of corn he accepted the specific will of
God for his life's work.
At the early age of twenty he was
ordained to the ministry of the Cedar
Grove Mennonite Church. In 1942 he
married Miss Erma Wolgemuth of Mt.
Joy, Pa., and shortly after was accepted
as a minister of the Brethren in Christ.
In 1944 the Home Mission Board stationed them at Welland where they pastored the work for two and one-half
years. Another five years was spent in
Welland helping in work among the
French Canadians and Youth for Christ.
They as well shared in the work in Port
Colborne while meetings were still being
held in the school house. Their next
assignment was Grants Pass, Oregon
where they moved in 1951 and are still
ministering.
They have 6 children, 3 boys and 3
girls, and are holding forth the Word
of Life looking for the glorious appearing of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus
Christ.
(8)

ences have traditionally been well
attended. Even in the early years of this
century we read of crowds of two and
four thousand people in attendance, and
in later years crowds of ten thousand
and more have been reported. But too
often the question comes, are the right
people attending General Conference?
To what degree is the church leadership
present? And in many cases where are
the church pastors? Let us take a few
minutes to consider why church leaders,
and especially pastors, should attend
General Conference.
Perhaps answers to these questions
can be found in a consideration of the
real reason for meeting in general church
conferences. From apostolic times (Acts
15) churches have met in conclave to
hear reports of the success of church
missions, to encourage and stimulate one
another's devotion and zeal, and to effect
legislation necessary to solve problems
and extend the border of Christ's Kingdom both at home and abroad.
In the accomplishing of these goals
for general conferences there is a twoway flow of benefits to be realized, first,
by the conference and, secondly, by the
local church. From the local churches
and mission outreaches come the local
church leaders to report their experiences, achievements, and concerns.
Sometimes these reports are given individually, but generally in order to conserve time and make it possible for conference to adjourn within one week,
local and individual reports are incorporated in regional conference or general church board reports. As the problems involving local areas or the church
as a whole are brought to the assembly's
attention, local experiences from many
representatives can play upon these
problems, and practicable solutions, in
many cases already field-tested in some
area of the brotherhood, can be mutually
discovered. In this way the general
church problems are given a mutual
understanding and a united front. It is
no longer the Canadian brethren or the
Pennsylvania brethren who have solved
their problems, or the Board for World
Missions or the Board for Christian Education who have reported achievements,
or the liberals or the conservatives who
have held a line, but we the Church
under God's guidance have moved forward together. Sectionalism and group

rivalries are eliminated in the joy of
Christ's Kingdom extended.
But not only are church leaders
needed at General Conference to bring
united wisdom and experience to bear
upon general church problems and
recommendations growing out of area
and general church board reports, but
their presence — especially that of the
pastor—is needed to effectively communicate between the General Conference and the local congregation. It
seems to me that each pastor should
automatically be sent to General Conference by the local church in addition
to the congregation's delegates. In this
function of representing and interpreting the Conference to the local church
the pastor becomes more than a local
appointee. Here his responsibility to the
general church is emphasized. He becomes a representative from the General
Conference, a spokesman for the denomination from whom he has received
his credentials and the interpretation of
whose doctrines and discipline he has
covenanted to represent in any local
church to which he is called.
However, how can the pastor rightly
interpret the general church as convened in General Conference unless he
has been present to feel the general
church concerns, to catch the evangelical
pulse of the brotherhood, or to share
in the planning of the outreach of the
church as a whole? Too often the local
church's apparent isolation or lack of
general enthusiasm can be traced to the
local leaders' failure to become fully
identified with the church as a whole
or their failure to catch the significance
of total church movements as they represent the outreach of their local church.
In other cases, the local leaders' too
heavy involvement in their local program with its financial and administrative problems blinds them to the denominational task as a whole. Here it is
that we need alert local leaders from
the congregations to attend General
Conference and return with, not only
new light for their local task but an
enlarged vision of the mission of the
church as a whole and their local congregation's part in that mission. Here
it is that we need pastors who have a
feeling of concern for, and identification
with, the Conference to be represented
in the Conference and then return to
(Continued on page eleven)
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"Please describe in some detail an
outstanding example of evangelistic
outreach by some person or group
within your circle of churches?"—
was the question.

OUTREACH
John Graybill

UR LOCAL Senzaki church affords me
O
this example. Three years ago,
while Doyle Book was here first term, a

young man about 30 years old attended
some of the meetings. He made no open
decision but did hear enough to become
interested. He was then moved to Takibe, a town one hour distant by train.
Later, he came to our new church in
Nagato a few times, but distance, time,
and cost of transportation made regular
attendance very difficult.
Then last spring he asked me: "If I
took the responsibility to gather my
family and a few friends and neighbors
together at my house, wouldn't you
come to teach us about Christ?" After
prayer and conference with the local
churches here, we accepted this new
open door.
Since our first meeting last July with

Our first picture of the remodelled Hagi
Church. The congregation has received new
impetus from their better facilities.
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The writer, John Graybill, with one of his high school Bible classes. The Graybills are booked
to arrive in the States in the month of July for furlough.

ten adults attending, we have gone once
a month. This man takes full responsibility for announcing the meetings by
regular posters which he himself makes;
two times he has an announcement on
yusen hoso [radio], and he always invites from twenty to twenty-five people.
After meeting for five months, or five
times, they themselves got together and
formed a three-man yakuiin to spread
out the responsibility. Of three men
chosen one became the "chief," one the
treasurer, and one the person in charge
of the books. (At each meeting, they
sell several Bibles, books and about ten
Hyakumannin no Fukuin magazines.)
They have now added a fourth "deacon"
who is responsible for the advertising
of the meetings. When they told me
concerning their electing of the Yakuiin,
my first thought was, "How many of
these are saved?" Most of them still do
not have a testimony of deliverance from
sin and complete salvation through
Christ; but they are sincere seekers and
we trust in due time they will make a
clean-cut decision for Christ and forsake
all for His cause.
Twelve to fifteen adults have been
meeting there for nearly a year and the
Lord has been with us.
I have now suggested to them that
we should begin meeting twice a month
for more thorough Bible study; but since
most of them are farmers, they want to
wait till fall. We hope it will grow into

weekly meeting; but this will take time,
as most of the 2,000 people of this small
village are very backward in new things.
We do, however, plan our first special
meetings for three nights in November.
I wanted a week or ten nights of meeting but the four "deacons" said no to
this. Three should be enough for the
first one!
Thus I have done just the preaching,
going at 5:30 in the evening and coming
home at 2:00 in the morning on the last
train. They do everything, plan the
meetings, visit the sick, invite new folk,
advertise the meetings and lead others
to the meeting. To me this is our outstanding example of outreach. And also,
attending at this place from the beginning, are three couples highly respected
in the community, two being teachers
in the local school.
Just this week on Tuesday, one of
the teachers with his wife came to our
house and said, "We feel we are ready
for the next step in Christianity. We
know nothing about it, but could you
come to teach us about baptism." He
is now spreading the word around concerning this extra teaching which will
begin on a special night next week. We
trust one or two will be ready and free
to follow the Lord in this way; but I am
still concerned as to whether they truly
know the Lord as a sin-bearing Saviour.
We shall try to find out just what they
really believe.
(9)

Come with us as we view

Familiar Sights at PHUMULA MISSION
(Southern Rhodesia)

Maternity ward. Four bed-bassinette units and
a delivery table in a 15' x 15' room.
No waste space!
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Our nurse, Mrs. Mlilo, giving a shot. Or: Baby getting a shot!

Thursday afternoon mid-week prayer meeting.
Dr. Kauffman can be recognized in the center
foreground.

Morning Prayers at the hospital.

Mother's little helper.
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The Greatest Day of

My Life

By a student at David Livingstone
Teacher Training College

The House of the
Righteous
(Continued from page three)

The Apostle John was so sure of it that
he wrote, "Little children, let no man
T WAS during the evangelistic campaign deceive you, he that doeth righteousas I listened to the stirring messages, ness is righteous, even as He is rightthat something touched my heart and I eous." There must have been those
realized how sinful I was. It was diffi- about who were saying it doesn't matter
cult at first to know if it was Jesus call- what you do—anything goes.
If that is difficult to understand let
ing; and so I tried to take heed to that
"something" which was ringing in my us read Phillips' translation of I John
ears. The next day I felt the same thing 3:7-10: "You, my children, are younger
and again I took heed. However, I was than I am, and I don't want you to be
ashamed to go to the front to show how taken in by any clever talk just here.
sinful and wicked I was — not knowing The man who lives a consistently good
life is a good man, as surely as God is
that if I repented and confessed my sins
good. But the man whose life is habitI would find more joy than if I remained ually sinful is spiritually a son of the
in sin.
devil, for the devil is behind all sin, as
The third day, when feeling the same he always has been. Now the Son of
thing, I heard the leader say, "If there is God came to earth with the express puranyone who wants help, remain, and we pose of liquidating the devil's activities.
will help you and pray with you." Then The man who1 is really God's son does
I could no longer kick against the pricks not practise sin, for God's nature is in
for my sins troubled me very much and him and such a heredity is incapable of
I was more miserable than ever. I sin (the practise of sins). Here we have
couldn't even please myself any more. I a clear indication of who are the childremained — with others. We prayed ren of God and who are the children of
hard and confessed our sins. I will never the devil.
forget how I wept bitterly as though I
There is but one Word of God and
one Way—"The blood of Jesus Christ
had lost the one I loved most.
I cried because of my sins which cleanses from all sin"—and not that we
troubled me, thinking that I also was might keep on sinning with a clear
troubling the Lord. After we had prayed conscience. The Scripture is clear. Let
hard, some of the leaders laid hands on him who readeth understand—to be
our heads and blessed us. I will never found willfully, deliberately, continuforget the happiness, joy, and comfort I ously in the practise of sin, classifies one
received after I had been forgiven. The as a sinner, whether his name is on a
thing is beyond description and beyond church book or not. Jesus said a man
could be very high on the church regismy understanding.
ter
and still be wicked and adulterous.
I felt that I was a new person altogether. I had new thoughts, new ideas, We need no further search for authority
and new feelings towards other people. to say the same thing.
To believe on the Lord Jesus Christ
The bad things I used to do were forgotten on that day and I felt that I was means adoption into the family of God.
walking in the spirit of God with Jesus There is joy in living thus, for godliness
beside me. I had no fear of anything! I and righteousness are profitable both in
could testify to people who would try to the life that now is, and that which is to
translate [interpret] the Word of God in come. There is no more fearful looking
a different way. Many tried to laugh at forward to judgment; our sins have been
me and tease me because of accepting judged in Him and we have accepted
the Lord, but I did not mind, nor did I Him.
take any notice of them until at last they
The House of the Righteous will stand
stopped. I told them that on the judg- (1) the storms of life, (2) in the conment day each one will have to answer flict against sin, (3) when God's wrath
for himself concerning the choices he will be poured out on this old world
has made here on earth.
because of persistence in sin, and (4)
On this greatest day of my life I re- with the redeemed before the presence
ceived joy, comfort, happiness, and of His glory in that great day when He
mercy that I did not deserve. And I am shall come for His own.
experiencing many things I never knew
For, hath He not said, "Whosoever
existed in the Christian life.
shall be ashamed of me and of my words
—Sent by Ruth Hunt,
Livingstone in this adulterous and sinful generation,
T. T. C.
of him also shall the Son of man be

I
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ashamed when he cometh in the glory
of his Father with the holy angels." Also,
"Whosoever shall confess me before
men, him shall the Son of man also confess before the angels of God."
"Whoso overcometh, I will grant to
sit with me on my throne even as I am
set down with my Father on His throne."
What a crowd to stand with! What
exalted places to stand!
I'd rather have Jesus than anything.
How about you?
Were you baptized and still did not
receive peace?
Did you take communion and not experience real joy?
Have you been regular in church attendance and still have a hungry heart?
All these are good and have their
place, but there is a crisis one must
meet to move into the House of Righteousness. It is to turn from sin with
sufficient sorrow to stop it, accept Christ
and His finished work on the cross for
salvation. Then we trust His keeping
power and grace to let our light shine
before men that they may see our good
works and glorify our Father which is in
Heaven.
Then when the wicked are overthrown
and cease to be,
The House of the Righteous will stand.
—Elizabethtown, Pa., pastor of the
Conoy congregation.
Christianity is not a way to get out of
troubles; it is a vital relationship with

God.

Pastors and General
Conference
(Continued from page eight)
their people with an enthusiastic presentation and a working interpretation
of that Conference for their people to
intelligently share in the total church
program and feel themselves a part of
the total church mission.
This then is an appeal for church
leaders to become involved in their share
of total church leadership as it is presented to' them in the convening of General Conference, and it is an appeal to
local churches and pastors to see that all
pastors are in attendance to join in the
fellowship of "workers together with
Christ" and bring the warmth and vision
of that fellowship to enkindle and enlighten the local members in their participation in both the local and worldwide mission of the Church.
—Grantham, Pa.
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Marilyn Lavy is 17 years old and a graduate
of Franklin-Monroe
High
School,
Darke
County, Ohio. The graduating exercises were
held in the Memorial Hall in Greenville, Ohio,
May 24, 1962. She is a member of the National
Honor Society and received the Bausch and
Lomb Honorary Science Award. She plans to
attend Messiah College beginning this September. Her class chose for their motto: "If God
be for us, who can be against us?" She refers
to this in her address.
While she was pulling A's (all but one) in
her school grades, she was memorizing
the
Bible and can quote verbatim the three books
used in the National Bible Quiz
(Ephesians,
Philippians, and Colossians).
Marilyn was the young lady of the Pleasant
Hill, Ohio quiz team, who in the finals on
Saturday night at General Conference,
twice
reached the maximum of 125 points for her
team.

YGUT

We dare not look back and reflect on
past defeat; but we must press forward
to victories ahead. For though we may
have failed at times in the past, there is
strength for victory in the future. There
is no place for discouragement in the life
of the Christian. We must not give up
because we make mistakes. Success is
accomplished by getting up one more
time than we have fallen down.
As we seniors leave this hall this evening, we are going out into a world of
constant conflict. The challenge lies before us to join the side of right and stand
firmly for our beliefs no matter what the
opposition might be. Let us always keep
in mind our motto — "If God be for us,
who can be against us?" — and let us
realize that the strength to overcome
evil is found in the Lord.

On the Threshold
Marilyn Lavy
s WE seniors of Franklin-Monroe
A
High School stand upon the threshold of graduation this evening, the fu-

ture appears bright to us. In the near
future some of us will be seeking further
education in universities and colleges,
while others will be entering lucrative
vocations. But no matter what we are
planning to do, a mighty conflict lies before us. This conflict is the fight between right and wrong. Each of us is in
this fight whether it is our desire or not.
Furthermore, we are each one either on
the side of right or we are on the side of
wrong. There is no middle road or compromise between good and evil. Christ
said, "He that is not for me is against
me.
If we are on the side of right, we are
sure to win, no matter what the strength

of opposition appears to be; for we have
on our side Almighty God, and if God
be for us, who can be against us? With
this confidence our minds can be at rest,
secure in the knowledge that we are on
the more powerful side and that we are
destined to be more than conquerors
through Christ.
We must prepare ourselves to win out
against the foe. God has made the provisions for our preparation and has given
us access to these provisions. They are
seven-fold in theory, but one in practice.
Righteousness, honesty, peace, faith, and
salvation are our defensive weapons,
while prayer and the Word of God are
our offensive weapons. When attired
with this full armor of God, we are able
to walk the Christian life. Defeat is impossible and victory is certain.

The finest testimony to the goodness
and greatness of God is a consistent
Christian life.
—Eugene Stowe

CHURCH NEWS
BULLETIN-BITS
A Mcnnonite missionary nurse, Miss Anna
Grace Zook, spoke and showed pictures of her
work in Puerto Bico at Cedar Springs, Pa.,
Monday evening, June 11.
The young people of the Toronto, Ontario
congregation presented a program entitled
"Challenge of the Cross" at Clarence Center,
New York, Sunday evening, June 24.
"The Singing Blind Evangelist," John Boland, shared in a hymn-sing evening at Chambersburg, Pa., Sunday, June 24.
Samuel Wolgemuth, chairman of the Board
for World Missions will be guest minister for
the day, Sunday, July 29, Elizabethtown, Pa.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., spoke at
land, California church Sunday
June 24. His trip to the west coast
a ministry to the Friend's Church in
California.

the Upmorning,
included
Whittier,

Bishop Henry Ginder conducted the dedication service at the new location of the
Christian Light Bookstore, 48 S. Market St.,
Elizabethtown, Pa., Friday morning, June 29.
A Christian Workers' Fellowship with Dr.
Clyde Narramore as guest speaker will meet
at Hostetter's Banquet Hall, Mt. Joy, Pa., Friday evening, July 27.
A Family Life Conference was held July
21-22 at the United Zion Camp Grove near
Manheim, Pa. Lane Hostetter, Grant and Ruth
Stoltzfus, Leon Sullivan, and Arthur Climenhaga were among the guest speakers.
En route east from California, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Wingert spoke and showed pictures of
relief work at Abilene, Kansas.
Left: Jeannette Holsinger scores for the Central Team in the final Bible Quiz play-offs against
the Pacific Team from Upland, Calif. At right are seen Quiz Director Nelson Wingert (standing)
with his corps of score-keepers and judges during earlier play-offs in the Youth Tabernacle.
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Seven were received into church membership at Sherkston, Ontario, Sunday morning,

July 1.
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Lancaster, Pa., received eight new members by profession of faith and twelve by letters of transfer, Sunday, June 24.
The Manor (Pa.) bulletin, carried the following item: "Sheep counting for June 24:
Sunday school, 167—worship, 175—missing 50."
The Toronto congregation have sold the parsonage on Gamble Ave., and have purchased
another house at 105 Budea Crescent, Scarborough, Ontario. The pastor's family moved
to the new address, July 18.
Arthur and Verna Heise, formerly serving as
pastor at Walsingham, Ontario, will become
pastor of the work at Concord near Richmond
Hill, Ontario following their work in the summer camps.
The "Shadow of the Boomerang," a Billy
Graham film, was shown at Clarence Center,
New York, Sunday evening, July 1. A large
crowd viewed the film, a joint service with the
Evangelical United Brethren Church of Clarence Center.
The Fellowship Chapel mission staff, New
York City, with Clark Hock as guest speaker,
presented the program at the Bowery Mission,
Monday evening, July 2.
The Allon and Jesse Dourte families of Manheim, Pa., presented a special program at Green
Springs, Pa., Sunday evening, July 8.

The Sixth Line congregation, Ontario sponsored the Choral Society of Messiah College in
the First Presbyterian Church, Collingwood,
Ontario, Tuesday evening, April 3 . Dr. C. N.
Hostetter, Jr., was guest speaker for the spring
lovefeast occasion.
The Antrim congregation, Pa., held their
annual lovefeast May 19-20. Earl Brechbill
spoke the Sunday morning message and the
evening service featured a Mother's Day program with the dedication of nine children.
Guest speakers on other occasions included
Glen Hostetter from Saxton, Pa., Daniel Bert,
who spent two years in Greece, and a student
from India, studying at Messiah College, Mr.
Kip gen.
Air Hill, Pa., reports an enrollment of 361
for their Vacation Bible School May 28-June 6.
An offering for the Saharsa Library in India
amounted to $200.00. Items such as pencils,
crayons, tablets, soap, shoestrings, etc., were
brought together for the Navajo Mission. Fiftyfive children responded in making a decision
for Christ. Harvey Musser conducted the decision night service. Jacob Moyer and Paul
Hess served as guest speakers May 27.
A bus load of 36 Christ's Cruaders, with their
pastor, Ben. E. Thuma, from Crossroads, Lancaster County, Pa., gave a program Sunday
evening, July 1 at Clear Creek, Everett, Pa.

Delisle, Saskatchewan Breaks
Ground for New Church
About 100 people from Delisle, Kindersley,
and the surrounding area were present for a
ground-breaking ceremony, Sunday afternoon,
May 20. This marks the beginning of the
building of a new Brethren in Christ Community Chapel here in Delisle. The pastor,
Marshall Baker, directed the ceremony, assisted
by John Garman of Saskatoon.
Naaman Ciimenhaga of Kindersley gave a
brief history of the work of the Brethren in
Christ Church in the Delisle area. Two of the
leading families were the Abraham Winger
family, who arrived in 1908 from Ontario, and
the family of Reuben Ciimenhaga, who arrived
from Kansas, U.S.A., in 1911. These two families have been the strong supporters of the
church's program in this area.

The mayor of Delisle, George Orchard, spoke
briefly on behalf of the residents of Delisle before he turned some sod for the new church.
The chapel is being built in the northeast
area of Delisle at an approximate cost of
$20,000. With a size of 32x52 it will have
seating accommodations for 108 people. Its
completion is set for October of this year.
PLEASANT HULL, KANSAS

A very successful Vacation Bible School was
held in cooperation with the Baptist Church
in Hamlin. There were 13 public decisions for
Christ. Our congregation supplied three teachers and two helpers with the superintendent.
All the pupils who registered the first day
had perfect attendance. In addition there were

a number of visitors. Enthusiasm ran high as
the children brought their money to help buy
a printing press for the Indo-Burma Pioneer
Mission. W e were able to send $50.00 for
this project.
A capacity crowd listened to the children
present the closing program Sunday evening,
June 3. Recently, Bishop Carl Ulery spoke and
showed pictures of our mission work. The
work of the Pan-American Mission in Mexico
was presented to us by Dr. Claude Cook and
Mrs. Henry Wuntke. W e witnessed a film
Sunday evening, June 10 which emphasized
the problems that face Japanese Christians.
Our local 4-H young people participated in
a worship service in the Hamlin Baptist Church,
Sunday, June 17. This being General Conference Sunday our pastor, B. M. Books, was
absent, but many of the members were present,
lending support to this effort.
One of our number, Elaine Byer, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Byer, was chosen as the
Upland College Junior Alumnus of the year.
She received a scholarship for her outstanding
accomplishments in church, the school, and the
community. She takes an active part in our
church activities. W e will miss her greatly as
she goes on to greater accomplishments and
attainments.
Currently Miss Dorothy Charles of the Navajo
Mission staff is a visitor in our congregation.
Her presence adds much inspiration to our
services.
Mrs. Kenneth Charles
TORONTO,

ONTARIO

Two teacher-training courses have been
completed by a majority of the teachers of our
Sunday school staff. The first course, "Sunday
School Success" was taught by the pastor, Paul
Hostetler. The second "Old Testament Law
and History" was taught by John Patfield of
Richmond Hill.
Lester and Mary Fretz, recently returned
from two years of Voluntary Service in Africa,
showed pictures and spoke of their work, Sunday, May 6. Another unusual missionary service was a farewell for Harvey and Erma Sider,
June 10.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl M. Sider were featured in
a Christian Home Conference the weekend of
May 13. Inspirational and practical talks on
home life were presented. Bishop E. J. Swalm
spoke and officiated at a special consecration
service, April 29. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Heise
were installed and consecrated as deacon of
the congregation.
Our Christ's Crusaders group have been quite
active. On Christ's Crusaders Day they had
full charge of both services for the day. The
evening service featured the Billy Graham film,
"The Heart is a Rebel." Their activities included a program at Clarence Center, New
York, Sunday evening, June 24.
Of vital interest at present is the relocation
of the church. The church lot and parsonage have been sold, a new parsonage has
been purchased and the pastor and his family
have moved to the new location.
Anna Ruth Sider
SPRINGFIELD,

m$-.
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GrOund-breaking ceremony at Delisle, Saskatchewan; left to right: Walter Hill, Laban Ciimenhaga, Dixon Shannon, Ruth Linkletter, Mayor Orchard, John Garman, Jake Dyck,
and Marshall Baker.
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Samuel Lady, pastor of the Red Lion, Pa.,
congregation, conducted a two-weeks revival
following Easter. God's blessing was on the
services and many of those who attended found
help. He gave one message directly to the
Sunday school; his practical and soul searching
ministry will be long remembered.
A baptismal service was held June 6. There
were six who followed the Lord in baptism.
Keith and Lucille Ulery were ordained to
the ministry on Easter Sunday evening. This
was a very impressive service with Bishop Carl
Ulery in charge. They have now gone to
Africa, being stationed at the Sikalonga Mis-
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sion in Northern Rhodesia. At one of our
W M P C meetings after Keith and Lucy h a d
presented their testimonies and call to the
African field, a gift shower was held for them
in the church basement.
The W M P C group h a d Leighton Mann
speak of his work in British Honduras and
Lois Davidson spoke of the work in Africa.
W e appreciated the ministry of Philemon
Kumalo, one of our African overseers who
studied at Messiah College this past year.
FIVE FORKS, P A .

The largest crowd ever to attend our Sunday school, was present on Easter Sunday.
The same morning we received ten members
into church fellowship. There were seven who
received the rite of water baptism in the
morning worship service, May 6.
LeRoy Walters, Jr., spoke in one of our
services, giving a very interesting and inspirational account of the time he spent in Greece.
Our W M P C group featured Henry Ginder. H e
showed pictures and spoke of his visit to the
mission field. Bishop Charlie Byers spoke to us
on the Revelation of John.

Bift&iA
BRAUEN—Leonard Stephen, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Brauen, June 19, 1962, Clarence
Center congregation, New York.
FERGUSON—Rose Marie, born to Mr. and
Mrs. James Ferguson, April 16, 1962, Sixth
Line congregation, Ontario.
FREY—Dwight Alan, born to Paul and Deanna Frey, March 16, 1962, Upland congregation, California.
MILLER—Paul Eugene, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Miller, May 29, 1962, Antrim congregation, Pa.
RICHARDSON—Catherine Marie, born to Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Richardson, May 3 1 , 1962,
Sixth Line congregation, Ontario.
ROOK—Ronald Eugene, Jr., born to Ronald
and Dana Rook, June 14, 1962, Upland congregation, California.
TIDGWELL—Debra Ann, born to Robert and
Lois Tidgwell, May 18, 1962, Upland congregation, California.
WEAVER—Dennis Foster, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Devon Weaver, June 15, 1962, Village
Church, Nappanee, Indiana.

fVetfctut&i
CRIPE-HAINES — Miss Judy Mae Haines,
daughter of Mrs. Laurel Haines, Nappanee,
Indiana, and Thomas Arthur Cripe, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cripe, Bremen, Indiana,
were united in marriage May 16, 1962 in the
home of the bride's mother. The Reverend
Charles Cripe, grandfather of the groom performed the ceremony.
FARLEY-BOOK—Miss Linda
Renee
Book,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Book, Upland, California, became the bride of Lanny S.
Farley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Farley,
Basin, Wyoming, June 9, 1962. The ceremony was performed in the Upland Brethren in
Christ Church by the bride's pastor, Rev. Eber
Dourte.
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While this was taking place, others in the
Viet Cong group spoke to the four nurses, Mrs.
Mitchell and her children, all of whom were
left at the leprosarium. The missionaries were
ROHRER—Emma Rohrer, born June 7, 1891, told to go to Banmethuot the following day
passed away June 8, 1962. She is survived by
and not to return. They were told to turn
her husband, Eugene, three daughters, Nellie
over the operation of the work to the national
and Beulah at home, and Doris of Massillon,
sjaff.
Ohio; and two sons, Eugene, Jr., of Louisville,
None of the Vietnamese staff nor the patients
and Earl of Massilion.
were disturbed by the Viet Cong. Mangham
After being married several years, she was
said the national staff a n d patients were "comconverted at the Valley Chapel Church during a
pletely dumbfounded and showed great grief
revival service conducted by the late John A.
over what had taken place."
Stump. In 1919 she was baptized and united
MCC supplied medical workers, Paxmen
with the Brethren in Christ Church. She was
and material aid to the Banmethuot leprosarium
an active Sunday school teacher and shared for
for several years. Dan Gerber is the only MCC
some time with her husband the solemn reworker assigned to the leprosarium at the
sponsibilities of the office of a deacon.
present time. His duties there included mainThis past February she and her companion
tenance work and operation of a diesel electric
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary at
plant.
their home near Louisville.
Gerber, a concientious objector, is serving
Funeral services were held in the Valley
three years in the Pax program as an alternative
Chapel Church with Rev. H . P. Heisey ofto military service. H e is from Dalton, Ohio.
ficiating, assisted by the pastor, Marion Heisey.
Interment was in the church cemetery.
TAP ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED

06cfamM@A

AKRON, PA. (MCC)—Nineteen young

people

will begin teaching and related assignments in
Africa this year under MCC's new Teachers
Abroad Program ( T A P ) .
They will go to schools in Tanganyika,
Kenya, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, and the
Congo. Assignments in Nigeria have not developed this year as anticipated.
The TAP personnel attended a two-week
N o W O R D ON KIDNAPPED WORKERS
orientation school at Messiah College, GranIN V I E T N A M
tham, Pa., July 2-13. They will be flown to
AKRON, PA. ( M C C ) — N o definite word has
the field soon after orientation.
been received thus far concerning the three
Plans are also being made for a week of
American church workers, including MCC Pax- orientation at Limuru near Nairobi for those
man Daniel Gerber, who were kidnapped from who will be teaching in East and Central
the Christian and Missionary Alliance Lepro- Africa.
sarium by Vietnamese Communists on May 30.
TAP personnel were commissioned in a
The Vietnamese government and American service along with other M C C workers attendgovernment representatives in Vietnam are ing an orientation school in Akron. T h e servmaking every possible effort to secure the re- ice was held on July 8 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Maple Grove Mennonite Church, Atglen, Pa.
lease of the prisoners.
MCC is placing teachers principally in misThe mission personnel who were not taken
captive are now in Banmethuot, eight miles sion or church-related schools where the qualinorth of the leprosarium, b u t are making regu- fied and consecrated Christian teacher can aid
lar visits to the leprosarium during daylight the church in its educational ministry.
Field representatives who were responsible
hours. Care of the patients is being maintained
by the national staff, and by the missionary for the actual placement in the schools are
David Climenhaga, Brethren in Christ misnurses during these visits.
sionary, for Central Africa; Don Jacobs, MenA military force is now being placed at the nonite missionary, for East Africa; Ivan Eikleprosarium by the Vietnamese government, enberry, Church of the Brethren missionary,
according to T. Grady Mangham, Vietnam di- for Northern Rhodesia; and Elmer Neufeld,
rector for the Christian and Missionary Alliance. MCC worker, for the Congo.
Mangham was told by the Provincial Governor
Robert Kreider, who has developed TAP this
that, although the government has never year during a leave of absence from Bluffton
wanted to cause difficulty to the leprosy work
College, directed the orientation school at
by the placement of military forces in the
Messiah College. He returned to Bluffton in
area, circumstances now necessitate placing mid-July.
some military personnel in the compound.

A/OOMw*

Mangham also gave further details on the
raid and kidnapping. Five days before the
incident, the Viet Cong cut the road between
Banmethuot and the leprosarium by felling 23
trees and burning three bridges. At that time
Vietnamese military authorities in Banmethuot
urged the American personnel to leave the
leprosarium. The missionaries, however, felt
they could not leave the patients and decided
to continue serving as usual.
The raid took place on Wednesday evening,
May 30, as the leprosarium staff were preparing for a weekly prayer meeting. A group of
about 12 armed men entered the compound,
divided into three bands, and took Dan Gerber,
the Rev. Archie Mitchell and Dr. Eleanor A.
Vietti outside the leprosarium compound. T h e
three were held there while part of the Viet
Cong group ransacked buildings for medicines,
clothing, towels and other equipment. A vehicle
for carrying the supplies was also taken.

JAPAN PEACE GROUP SENDS
LETTER TO AMERICAN CHURCHES

AKRON, P A . ( M c c ) - T h e following statement
was submitted to the M C C Peace Section b y
Ferd Ediger, Mennonite missionary and MCC
peace worker in Japan. The statement represents the convictions of a group of Christian
pastors who have been meeting toegther to
discuss the issues of peace and war. Two years
ago Ediger h a d a conference in the Miyazaki
region which stimulated the origin of this
group, the Miyazaki Council of Christians for
the Abolition of Nuclear Weapons.
The statement is written in the form of a
letter and is addressed to the Christian churches
of the United States of America. It is dated at
Miyazaki, May 20, 1962. The text of the letter
follows:
e o e e o e e e
We, the members of the Miyazaki Council of
Christians for the Abolition of Nuclear Weapons, believing that the abolition of nuclear
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weapons is essential if an enduring peace is to
be built and the safety of mankind is to be
preserved, address this appeal to you, our
brethren in Christ, asking for your cooperation.
1. In order to relax international tension and
remove the danger of the wholesale slaughter of
mankind through nuclear war, we call upon
the government of the United States to strive
even more diligently to put an end to the
competition in nuclear weapons and together
with the Soviet Union to work out an agreement to end nuclear weapons testing.
2. W e call upon the governments of the
United Kingdom, France and any other countries which possess nuclear weapons to refrain
from reopening testing and to join with the
United States and the Soviet Union in an
agreement ending nuclear weapons tests.
3. Because of the dangers inherent in the
testing of nuclear weapons and the harm which
contamination of the atmosphere may wreak
upon future generations, and because of the
threat of nuclear catastrophe which hangs over
the world, we appeal to you, our brethren in the
churches of the United States, to labor with us

W o r l d Missions
Africa
General Superintendent's Residence: P. O. Box
711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. David Climenhaga
Miss Velma Brillinger
SOUTHERN RHODESIA

Bulawayo Mission and Missionary Children's
Hostel, 40 Leander Avenue, Hillside, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern
Matopo Book Room: P.O. Box 554, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Donald Zook
Matopo Mission: Private Bag 191T,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk
Miss Mary C. Engle
Miss Nancy Kreider
Earl Lebo*
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Mann*
Miss Dorothy M. Martin
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn
Miss Mildred E. Myers
Miss Eva Mae Peters
Matopo Outstations: Private Bag 225T, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland
Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag 102M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book
Miss Anna J. Graybill
Miss Miriam Heise
Miss Ruth Hock
Carl Knepper*
Miss Erma Mann
Miss Lois Jean Sider*
Miss Edna M. Switzer
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private Bag 101M,
Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Worman
Miss Gladys Lehman
Phumula Mission (West Gwaai S.N.A.): P. O.
Tjolotjo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George Bundy
Hospital Staff:
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman
Miss Evelyn Noel
Wanezi Mission: Private Bag I29S,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey
Dale Hess*
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to raise the level of concern about these dangers
in those around us, and to make men aware of
the responsibility which is shared by all mankind to work for an enduring peace.
Perhaps because Japan has already experienced nuclear destruction on a small scale,
we Christians in Japan feel keenly our responsibility to work to end this competition in nuclear weapons which is leading us toward a
nuclear holocaust. W e appeal to you, our
brethren in America, for your understanding
and help.

caster, Pa. H e attended Franklin and Marshall
College, Lancaster, Pa. and graduated from
Goshen College, Goshen, Ind.
Dr. Yoder's wife, Phyllis, received R.N. and
B.S. degrees from the Goshen College School of
Nursing. She served as staff nurse at Elkhart
General Hospital, Elkhart, Ind., Lankeneau
Hpspital, Philadelphia, Pa.; and with the Visiting Nurse Society of Philadelphia.
The Yoders are members of the Akron Mennonite Church, Akron, Pa.

AKRON, PA. (MCC)—Dr. and Mrs. Carl Yoder,
Lancaster, Pa., are leaving for a service assignment under Mennonite Central Committee
at the Evangelical Clinic, a hospital at Nhatrang, Vietnam. Dr. Yoder will become medical director, replacing Dr. J. B. Dick. The
hospital is a cooperative venture between MCC
and the National Evangelical Church of Vietnam.
Dr. Yoder is a graduate of the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine. His internship was at Lancaster General Hospital, Lan-

Milhous, Sayre, Pa., will go to the Congo in a
service assignment under joint sponsorship of
Mennonite Central Committee and the Congo
Protestant Relief Agency. They have been assigned to the Tshikapa Hospital, a Congo Inland Mission hospital.
Dr. Milhous has just completed his internship at Robert Packer Hospital, Sayre, Pa. He
is a graduate of Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.
and the University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine. He is a member of Tenth Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, Pa.

CARL YODER APPOINTED MEDICAL DIRECTOR

Miss Martha Lady
Miss Erma Lehman
Bible Institute Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Titus Books
Miss F . Mabel Frey
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph Ginder
NORTHERN RHODESIA

Macha Mission: Private Bag llxc,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. George Kibler
Miss Dorothy J. Gish
Miss Edith E. Miller
Glenn J. Schwartz*
Hospital Staff:
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma
Miss Norma G. Brubaker
Miss Edna E. Lehman
Nahumba Mission: P. O. Box 173,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe
Cornelius Musser*
Marshall Poe*
Sikalongo Mission: P. O. Box 131,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Keith Ulery
Miss Mary E. Heisey
David Livingstone Teacher Training College:
Private Bag 1, Livingstone,
Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Miss Ruth Hunt
Miss Fannie Longenecker
India
General Superintendent's Residence, Saharsa
Mission: P. O. Saharsa,
N. E.
Railway.
District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. William R. Hoke
Miss Esther G. Book
Miss Erma Z. Hare
Barjora Mission: P. O. Barjora via Murliganj
N. E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L. Pye
Miss Beulah Arnold
Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N. E
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi, N. E.
Raihvay, District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Ulubaria Mission: P. O. Ulubaria,
District
Howrah, West Bengal, India
Rev. and Mrs. A. D . M. Dick
"Anand Bhawan," 5/3 Roop Nagar, Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith

MILHOUS COUPLE TO SERVE IN CONGO
AKRON, PA. (MCC)—Dr. and Mrs. Raymond

Delhi Mission: HI
Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs.
Woodstock School,
U. P., India
Miss Mary E.

M-24 Lajput

Nagar,

New

Allen S. Buckwalter
P. O. Landour,
Mussoorie,

Stoner
Japan
11 Tokaichi, Hagi-shi, Yamaguchi-ken,
Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms
Edna Wingerd*
1179 Higashi Eukagawa, Nagato-shi,
Yamaguchi-ken, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Graybill
396 Kyodo-machi, Setagaya-Ku, Tokyo, Japan,
c/o Mrs. Toshiko Isshiki
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book
Cuba
Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba
Temporarily Displaced: Rev. and Mrs.
Howard Wolgemuth, # 1 Richmond Ave.
Kingston 10, Jamaica
Missionaries on Furlough
Miss Anna R. Wolgemuth, R. D . 2, Palmyra,
Penna., Box 291.
Miss Lois P. Davidson, R. 1, Garrett, Ind.
Miss Leora G. Yoder, c / o Leroy G. Yoder,
R. 9, York, Penna.
Miss Kathryn Hossler, 103 N. Hanover,
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Miss Rhoda Lenhert, 103 E. George St.,
Arcanum, Ohio.
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider, Grantham,
Pa.
Miss Ruth Book, 280 Eighth Ave., Upland,
California.
Miss Anna L. Kettering, 90 Main St., Campbelltown, Pa.
Miss Florence R. Hensel, c / o Rev. Glenn A.
Hensel, 1153 Hudson St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Miss Elva F . Lyons, R. D. 2, Midland, Mich.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl Musser, c / o Jesse
Brechbill, Grantham, Penna.
*1-W and voluntary service workers
Contributions to World Missions
send to:
BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH

Office of the Treasurer
P. O. Box 171
48K S. Market St.
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Telephone 717-EM 7-7045
Contributions to Missions in America
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
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T h e prisoners are Dr. E . Ardel Vietti and Rev.
Archie E. Mitchell with the Christian and Missionary Alliance, along with Daniel Gerber of
the Mennonite Central Committee.
Louis L. King, Foreign Secretary for t h e
C & MA in New York City, reports his office
has been receiving daily cables from South Viet
Nam. They request unceasing prayer.
"The U. S. Government and other missionaries are still searching," said Mr. King. "There
is a massive military buildup in searching for
our friends. Occasionally there are leads from
1962 F A L L SEMINARS ON HOLINESS DOCTRINE
villagers concerning their whereabouts, and
The National Holiness Association is pleased
when the search parties reach the place there is
to announce t h e second series of seminars on
evidence the missionaries have been there and
holiness doctrine to b e held this fall on seven
moved on." H e said the incident will not impair
college campuses in t h e United States and
the Alliance's welcome in South Viet Nam or its
Canada. Dates and places have been coneffectiveness in missionary outreach.
firmed as follows:
In an earlier report, the Rev. King told how
October 16, 1962, Eastern Pilgrim ColMrs. Mitchell, returning to her house after her
lege, Allentown, Pennsylvania.
husband h a d been taken away, "found everyOctober 18, 1962, Owosso College, Owosso, thing in disorder." Her Bible, said Mrs. Mitchell, "had been left on top of the bookcase
Michigan.
in t h e living room. Evidently, one or more of
October 30, 1962, Vennard College, Univerthe Viet Congs h a d leafed through it and h a d
sity Park, Iowa.
left it opened on t h e top of t h e bookcase."
November 8, 1962, Greenville College,
When Mrs. Mitchell looked, she found that the
Greenville, Illinois.
November 13, 1962, Bethel College, Misha- Bible was lying open at t h e 9th chapter of
Zechariah. The first words at t h e top leftwaka, Indiana.
hand corner of the opened Bible were part of
November 15, 1962, L o m e Park College, Port
the 12th verse which reads: "Ye prisoners of
Credit, Ontario.
hope, even today do I declare that I will
November 20, 1962, Central College, Central,
render double unto thee." Glancing over the
South Carolina.
page, Mrs. Mitchell saw many other wonderScholars of national reputation will present
ful promises a n d accepted this as t h e Lord's
papers dealing with vital phases of Wesleyanmessage to her and all other members of the
Arminian doctrine. Each presentation will be
staff at the mission compound.
followed by objective discussion periods. These
Only when she came to the breakfast table
seminars are designed especially for ministers
June 1, did Mrs. Mitchell display any outward
and ministerial students.
emotion when she stated, "Today is our 15th
SUGGESTS CHURCHES P A Y
wedding anniversary."

Mrs. Ruth Milhous, R.N., received h e r basic
training at West Suburban Hospital Nursing
School, Oak Park, 111. She holds a B.S. in Nursing from Wheaton College, Wheaton, III, and is
a member of Park Street
(Congregational)
Church, Boston, Mass.
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" F A I R S H A R E " O F TAXES
WESTMINSTER, M D . ( E P ) — F a i l u r e

of

the

church to assume voluntarily its fair share of
the tax burden may lead to a wave of anticlericalism a n d a loss of freedom to act as an
institution.
Methodist Bishop John Wesley Lord of
Washington offered this observation at the
178th meeting of the Baltimore Conference of
the Methodist Church.
"Far from seeking favors from the state . . .
the church must recognize that it has a corresponding obligation to the state," he said. "It
is a strange anomaly that w e witness, when
the government in its foreign-aid programs and
Peace Corps activities does t h e humanitarian
work which is part of the mission of the church,
while the church stands by as a suppliant
seeking its doubtful share from the federal till."
F C C R E - O P E N S HEARING O N
CHURCH GROUP'S RADIO B I D

WASHINGTON, D. c. ( E P ) — T h e Federal Communications Commission ordered another rehearing here on the long-contested application
of the Young People's Church of the Air for a
new F M broadcasting station in Philadelphia.
The case already has been heard twice by a
hearing examiner—the second time on whether
the death of t h e late evangelist, Dr. Percy
Crawford, affected the relative merits of the
church group and commercial station W J H J
which have been seeking t h e same frequency.
The examiner concluded that Dr. Crawford's
successors were well qualified to operate the
station.
However, new issues have arisen concerning
the qualification of Robert E. Anderson, 29year-old manager of t h e station, and t h e commission directed that the hearing be resumed.

ROBERTS WESLEYAN MOVES TO EXPAND

At its 93rd commencement season, the Board
of Trustees of Roberts Wesleyan College, North
Chili, New York, announced its unanimous
approval of the 10-year, $4.2 million development and expansion program to b e launched
immediately. T o p priority will b e given to
the new library building, and the architect's
sketch and floor plans were submitted to the
Board and later to the almost 400 alumni and
friends of t h e college in attendance at t h e
alumni banquet in Rochester's Chamber of
Commerce Building.

Graham said that western North Carolina is
"unusual in its religious heritage and the resulting responsibility a n d opportunity.'
CLERGY ADVISED TO REREAD " E L M E R G A N T R Y "

PHILADELPHIA ( E P ) - A New York psychologist told students of a School for Urban Pastors here that ministers should reread the novel
Elmer Gantry.
Dr. John P. Kildahl, clinical psychologist at
the Lutheran Medical Center, Brooklyn, said
the book would serve as a reminder of some of
the pitfalls and errors that threaten clergymen.
"There are some real Elmer Gantrys in our
profession," Dr. Kildahl said. H e referred to
Sinclair Lewis' best-selling satirical novel about
a glib salesman who became a hypocritical
evangelist.
W O M A N SAYS C H U R C H RAISED
MONEY FOR REDS
WASHINGTON, D. c. ( E P ) — A

CMS I N " M O S T CHALLENGING YEAR"

OAK PARK, ILL. (EP)—Twenty-six board members and nine staff met here in May to evaluate
the 1961-1962 program of the Christian Medical Society.
Reports showed CMS has 3,100 members in
the United States and Canada. Six hundred
twenty-four of the CMS members are overseas medical missionaries. Thirty-four graduate
groups are meeting in various metropolitan
areas regularly. Also the CMS has a chapter on
N E W G R A H A M STATION PROMISES
sixty of t h e medical and dental schools in t h e
" N E W D I M E N S I O N " I N BROADCASTING
United States and Canada.
BLACK MOUNTAIN, N. c. ( E P )—Evangelist
The Medical Assistance Program reported a
Billy Graham has announced t h e opening of a
new radio station here which he said will add total distribution of $2,300,000 in drugs and
a "new dimension to American broadcasting." supplies to 440 missionary doctors, serving
under eighty-four mission boards in seventy
The 10,000 kilowatt station, whose call letcountries. The material of over 1,000 different
ters are W F G W , is owned by the Blue Ridge
Broadcasting Corp. of which D r . Graham is items for selection purposes were supplied as
donations from sixty-five pharmaceutical and
president.
surgical companies.
Dr. Graham who lives in nearby Montreat,
The Society sent out 14 short-term misN. C , said the station will carry news, music
sionaries. Doctors at home serve in overseas
"of the highest quality," and religious programs
mission hospitals for one or two months. Six
including some of the summer assembly promore new short-term missionaries were a p grams from the various denominational camp
proved by the board to go out this summer.
and conference grounds in t h e state.
Three will be going to Africa, one to Bolivia,
The station will b e a non-profit venture,
one to Korea, and one will b e traveling around
selling only enough advertising to defray the
the world, visiting several mission hospitals.
cost of operating, according to Dr. Graham. H e
"This has been," stated J. Raymond Knightsaid the station will b e "very selective" in the
on, the Society's executive director, "the most
type of advertising it carries.
challenging year in the CMS' history."
In explaining the purpose of the station, Dr.

MISSIONARIES' ABDUCTORS CONTINUE
TO ELUDE RESCUE T E A M S

As of today, t h e three missionaries kidnapped May 30 in Ban Me Thuot by Viet
Cong guerrillas have still not been found.
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congressional

committee was told here b y an ex-FBI informant that a Cleveland church raised money
for Communist Party members.
Mrs. Julia Brown, who said she was an FBI
informant for nearly 10 years, told the House
Committee on Un-American Activities that only
one-third of the money went to the church.
She said another third went into the unsuccessful political campaign of Marie Reed
Haug, a candidate for t h e school board, and
the other third into a defense fund for Myrtle
Dennis, under indictment for passport violations after a trip to Russia.
Mrs. Brown, who now lives in Los Angeles,
said $800 was raised at an all-night liquor and
barbecue party in the 1950's at the home of
Margaret Wherry, whom she identified as a
Communist Party member who had been directed to infiltrate the church in question.
Mrs. Brown said t h e church was Methodist,
but did not name it.
It was brought out under questioning that
the fund-raising party was not an official church
function.
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